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We propose a new finding k-minima algorithm and prove that its query complexity is O(
√
kN),
where N is the number of data indices. Though the complexity is equivalent to that of an existing
method, the proposed is simpler. The main idea of the proposed algorithm is to search a good
threshold that is near the k-th smallest data. Then, by using the generalization of amplitude ampli-
fication, all k data are found out of order and the query complexity is O(√kN). This generalization
of amplitude amplification is also not well discussed and we briefly prove the query complexity. Our
algorithm can be directly adapted to distance-related problems like k-nearest neighbor search and
clustering and classification. There are few quantum algorithms that return multiple answers and
they are not well discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
We propose an O(√kN) quantum algorithm for
finding k-minima, where N is the number of data
indices. Our algorithm finds the k smallest from
N data indices. Du¨rr and Høyer have originally
proposed an O(√N) quantum algorithm for finding
one minimum [1]. Then, Du¨rr, et al. have pro-
posed an O(√kN) quantum algorithm for finding
k-minima [2]. Though the proposed algorithm has
the same query complexity as the one proposed by
Du¨rr and Heiligman [2], the proposed is simpler. One
reason is that they take into account types of data.
They want to use this algorithm as a part of graph
algorithm, therefore their algorithm is not purely de-
signed as finding k-minima algorithm.
The proposed algorithm is based on following
three algorithms: finding minimum (FM) algo-
rithm [1], quantum counting (QC) algorithm [3, 4]
and amplitude amplification (AA) [4, 5]. FM algo-
rithm and QC algorithm are used to find a good
threshold index, and AA is used to find all k indices
whose values are less than the value of the threshold
index.
In addition, this paper contributes to the follow-
ing two. First, we explicitly distinguish gate com-
plexity and query complexity by defining new sym-
bols. Second, we re-formulate FM algorithm and
finding k-minima algorithm following the manner of
AA. Therefore, all of them can be compared more
easily and clearly. AA is a quantum database search
algorithm and is a generalization of Grover’s algo-
rithm [6]. From N indices, AA searches one of k
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indices that satisfy some certain condition with the
query complexity of O(√N/k).
Many quantum algorithms do not directly re-
turn multiple answers because the measurement of
quantum states collapses the state of superposition.
Therefore, many trials are required to obtain all the
results. This is the disadvantage of quantum algo-
rithms and such trials sometimes increase linearly
for the number of results. Hence, O(k) trials are re-
quired for k results. However, our algorithm solves
the problem that returns k results with O(√k). We
use a generalization of AA that searches all k indices
from N indices. We call this algorithm searching all
marked k-indices algorithm. This problem is solved
in O(√kN) query complexity [7–11].
Finding k-minima algorithm can be applied to k-
nearest neighbor search like [12] and other quantum
machine learning methods such as clustering and
classification [11, 13–15].
II. COMPLEXITY MEASURES
Two kinds of complexity measures are used in
quantum algorithms. One is quantum gate complex-
ity that is based on the number of quantum gates
to solve a problem. The other is query complexity
that is based on the number of queries to solve a
problem. For these two complexity measures, the
same mathematical expression O is used. However,
in this paper, we explicitly distinguish them by us-
ing Og for the quantum gate complexity and Oq for
the query complexity. For example, making desired
quantum states of a d dimensional vector in n = log d
[qubit] requires Og(n) = Og(log d) [14, 16–18], quan-
tum fourier transform of n [qubit] is Og(n logN) [19]
and AA’s complexity is Oq(
√
N/k) [4, 5].
2A. Quantum Gate Complexity
Quantum algorithms based on quantum gates
solve the problems by arranging the quantum gates.
The Hadamard gate and controlled-NOT gate are
the most basic quantum gates. It is known that any
kinds of unitary transformation can be approximated
by these two gates. This means that the quantum
gate complexity can be measured by the number of
these two gates.
B. Query Complexity
While the quantum gate complexity is easy to un-
derstand, most of the quantum algorithms are evalu-
ated based on the query complexity. This is because
many quantum algorithms use oracles.
A query is input to the oracle and query complex-
ity is defined by the number of queries to get an
answer. In other words, query complexity measures
how many times oracles are called. Oracle is usually
treated as a single quantum gate. Therefore, oracles
are sometimes called black-box and query model is
called black-box model.
To analyze the query complexity, some kinds of
methods are proposed. For example, polynomial
methods [20, 21] and adversary methods [22, 23].
Polynomial methods generalize a boolean function
f(x) : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} to a polynomial function
p(x) : RN → R. By analyzing the degree of poly-
nomial function p(x), lower bounds can be known.
Strong direct product theorem is an important the-
orem to measure the complexity in both polynomial
and adversary methods [8, 9, 24].
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we define mathematical symbols
and complexity while presenting how oracle f is de-
fined in AA. AA is one of the most important quan-
tum algorithms and we present FA algorithm follow-
ing the manner of AA.
All kinds of data are treated as a binary repre-
sentation in a digital computer. However, quantum
computer not only treats binary representation with
superposition but also treats analog representation
by superposition of quantum bits [25]. Digital rep-
resentation can have multiple numbers in one time
by superposition and analog representation can have
one vector that the square of the number is repre-
sented by a probability. We will not describe more
detail about the representation in this paper.
Quantum Circuit
Digital Circuit
Superposition
Analog Circuit
Vector
FIG. 1. Quantum circuit is composed of a digital circuit
and an analog circuit. Digital circuit uses superposition
of binary representation. Analog circuit uses the vec-
tor of the number such that the square of the number
becomes a probability.
An output that we can measure is binary repre-
sentation in a quantum computer. Therefore, the
last output of the algorithm is binary representation.
However, we can use either way in the middle of the
quantum circuit. We call circuit that uses binary
representation as a digital circuit and algorithm that
use analog representation as an analog circuit. This
means that the quantum circuit contains a digital
circuit and an analog circuit like Figure 1. We have
to mention that the input and output of this digi-
tal circuit can be superposition in this paper. Many
quantum circuits use both a digital circuit and an
analog circuit. Moreover, quantum bits sometimes
go back and force digital representation and analog
representation.
We use AA as a base of our explanation. AA
searches one index that satisfies a condition. The
condition is given by oracle. To use AA, we have to
define oracle that fits a problem.
Let D be a set of indices and each of which is tied
to value. |D| = N and x ∈ D is represented by
binary.
x = {0, 1}logN
For simplicity,
N = |D| = 2n, where n ∈ N
We want to find index x ∈ D that satisfies a condi-
tion. For example, index x that has less value than
the threshold value.
Let f(x) be a boolean function such that
f(x) : {0, 1}logN → {0, 1}.
If f(x) = 1, x satisfies a condition f and if f(x) = 0,
x does not satisfy a condition f .
f(x) =
{
1, if x satisfies condition f ,
0, if x does not satisfy condition f .
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x · · · · · · x
|0〉 f(x)
|0〉 · · · · · · |0〉








FIG. 2. A quantum circuit that converts index x to
f(x). x is a binary index and f(x) is a binary. The bot-
tom input |0〉 and output |0〉 is a workspace for quantum
computing. Most of the oracles use workspaces like this,
however, it is often omitted in a quantum circuit. The
output other than the desired output must be the same
condition as the input condition. In this case, only the
output f(x) is different from the input and others are the
same. This is because the measurement of non-desired
output should not influence on the desired output. To
avoid this, we have to add a gate to inverse the process.
However, we omit such gate for simplicity in this paper.
D f
1
0
M marked
U unmarked
FIG. 3. D is divided into M and U by f
In some paper, x ∈ D is called marked index if
f(x) = 1, and x ∈ D is called unmarked index if
f(x) = 0.
This kind of boolean function is called oracle and
thought as a single quantum gate. If we express f
in quantum circuit, it becomes Figure 2. An input
x is a binary representation and x is superposed and
input to the quantum circuit f in AA.
Thinking f from another point of view, f divide
D into two sets. LetM and U be sets of indices such
that f(x) = 1 (marked) and f(x) = 0 (unmarked)
respectively.
M = {x | x ∈ D, f(x) = 1}
U = {x | x ∈ D, f(x) = 0}
M ∪ U = D and M ∩ U = φ. D is divided into M
and U like Figure 3.
Original AA finds one index x ∈ D such that
f(x) = 1. In other words, find x from M . We have
to mention that AA does not find all x ∈ M . AA
can find only one index in M like figure III.
When we want to find all M from D, we have to
update M each time x ∈ M found. Let |M | = k
and all x ∈ M are found the order of {x1, ..., xk}.
In this case, AA is called k times and xi means that
D f
1
0
M one index
U
FIG. 4. Overview of AA. AA finds one index from M
and M is a subset of D. M = {x | x ∈ D, f(x) = 1}.
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FIG. 5. A quantum circuit G that converts index x to
value g(x). x is a binary index. The input index and
output index must be the same condition. This is be-
cause measurement of index should not influence on the
output value g(x).
xi ∈M is found at i times calling of AA. In general,
we cannot know the order of finding before applying.
In each step, M is updated and one index that found
is removed. Let Mi be the i iteration of M and
M1 =M .
Mi = Mi−1\xi−1
= M1\{x1, ..., xi−1}
= {xi, ..., xk}
|Mi| = k − i− 1
See appendix for more detail about finding all
marked k-indices.
Finally, we present how to design f by showing
one example. AA needs oracle f however it is not
given in algorithm and only input and output are
assigned. For example, if we want to find one of the
indices that has less value than the value of threshold
index t.
Let ft be a required oracle to solve this problem
on AA and let g be a function that returns a value
by which index x ∈ D. In other words g(x) returns
a value that is combined to index x ∈ D. g is also
oracle and the quantum circuit is like Figure 5. The
gate complexity of this oracle g is Og(log d) as we
described in Section II. d is a dimension of g(x). In
other words, d is a number of quantum bit. For more
detail, see [14, 16–18].
The input x and output g(x) of quantum circuit g
is also binary representation and can be superposed.
Therefore output can be superposed if input index
x is superposed. Figure 6 is an example of how g is
working. Then, the oracle f is expressed like this.
4Indices Values
x g(x)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
g(0) = 34
g(1) = 24
g(2) = 89
g(3) = 39
g(4) = 26
g(5) = 52
g(6) = 95
...
...
g
FIG. 6. Example of the input x and output g(x) of oracle
g.
x ∈ D g(x) g(t) ft(x)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
...
t →
g(0) = 97 ≥ 55→ ft(0) = 0
g(1) = 82 ≥ 55→ ft(1) = 0
g(2) = 40 < 55→ ft(2) = 1
g(3) = 68 ≥ 55→ ft(3) = 0
g(4) = 55 = 55→ ft(4) = 0
g(5) = 53 < 55→ ft(5) = 1
g(6) = 96 ≥ 55→ ft(6) = 0
g
...
...
...
FIG. 7. Example of indices, value and ft. When thresh-
old t is 4. Superposed indices x are converted to values
g(x) and compared by the threshold value g(t).
ft(x) =
{
1, if g(x) < g(t),
0, if g(x) ≥ g(t). (1)
Here, t is a threshold index in D. We use this oracle
ft in section IV for FM algorithm. Figure 7 shows
an example of how f is working.
Let CMP be a function that compare two values
and return 1 or 0.
CMP(v1, v2) =
{
1, if v1 < v2,
0, if v1 ≥ v2.
The computational complexity of oracle CMP is
Og(log d), because the input v1 and v2 are binary
representation.
From the above, a quantum circuit of ft is ex-
pressed as Figure 8. In this circuit, the upper input
x and the middle output ft(x) are used in AA and
other inputs and outputs are not used. However, we
x
g
x
|0〉
CMP
|0〉
|0〉 ft(x)
|0〉
g
|0〉
|0〉 T |0〉
FIG. 8. Quantum circuit of oracle ft. The index t is
created by the gate T in the circuit. In this example,
CMP gate is symmetry. The center input is for output
ft(x) and above and below inputs are for two values. If
above input is less than the input of below, CMP returns
0. Otherwise, returns 1.
have to keep unchanged of inputs and outputs so as
not to influence the states of ft(x).
IV. FINDING MINIMUM ALGORITHM
We begin with presenting an overview of FM al-
gorithm because it is a simple application of AA and
helps understand the succeeding algorithms. An ex-
ample of the procedure of the algorithm is shown in
Figure 9. This algorithm finds the minimum from
D with the complexity of Oq(
√
N) by iteratively up-
dating threshold index t by oracle ft. Oracle ft(x) is
a function that marks index x such that g(x) < g(t).
That is,
ft(x) =
{
1, if g(x) < g(t),
0, if g(x) ≥ g(t). (2)
The oracle marks the indices that have smaller val-
ues than the value of threshold t. Setting a marked
index as the new threshold, the value of threshold
decreases. Eventually, we obtain the index that has
the minimum value.
In summary, FM algorithm is given as follows.
1. Select threshold index t from D uniformly at
random.
2. Repeat the following process more than
22.5
√
N + 1.4 log2N
times.
(a) Find index x such that ft(x) = 1.
(b) Set the found index x as the threshold
index t.
3. Return t as the index that has the minimum
value in D.
5small
g(x)
big
t →
Step 1
f(x) = 1
f(x) = 0
Step 2
f(x) = 1
t
f(x) = 0
Step 3
f(x) = 1
t
f(x) = 0
Step 4
f(x) = 1
t
f(x) = 0
Step 5
t
f(x) = 0
FIG. 9. The updating process of threshold t in FM algorithm. The vertical axis represents the value of indices. When
the first threshold t is selected, all points are divided into two. One is f(x) = 0 and the other is f(x) = 1. AA
randomly selects one of the points such that f(x) = 1. The selected point, drawn in red, is used as a new threshold
index t in the next step. The number of points satisfying f(x) = 1 decreases as the step goes. Finally (at the Step 5
in this example), the algorithm ends as no points satisfy f(x) = 1.
D
C0
C1
...
c
FIG. 10. D is divided into Ci by types.
V. CONVENTIONAL FINDING k-MINIMA
ALGORITHM
Du¨rr and Høyer have proposed an Oq(
√
kN) al-
gorithm that finds the k smallest indices of different
types from D [2]. As the algorithm considers types,
it is complex. Hence, we present it in an easier-to-
understand way.
As it treats types, we consider the following con-
ditions (see also Figure 10).
• Each index has a type.
• Let Ci be a set of indices that have type i.
• Let c be the number of types.
Du¨rr and Høyer’s algorithm finds the indices of the c
smallest values each of which is the minimum in each
type (see Figure 11). This means that so as to use
the conventional algorithm for the general finding
small
g(x)
large
C C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
FIG. 11. Overview of Du¨rr and Høyer’s finding k-minima
algorithm with different types in the case of c = 5 and
k = 3. C is the set of all values of D. Ci is the set
of values that belong to type i. Each Ci can contain at
most one minimum. This is equal to the case that all of
k indices are different types.
k-minima problem, all indices must be of different
types like Figure 12, which corresponds to c = N =
|D|. Hereafter, we assume all indices are of different
types.
Intuitive explanation of the algorithm is that mul-
tiple thresholds are maintained while a single thresh-
old is maintained in FM algorithm. Let T be a set
of k thresholds and let fT (x) be an oracle function
such that
6small
g(x)
large
C C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12 C13 C14
FIG. 12. This is an example case that each Ci contains only one index. The total number of types is the same as
that of indices. Therefore, one index exclusively corresponds to one type (one-to-one correspondence).
fT (x) =
{
1, if g(x) < g(t) for some t ∈ T,
0, if g(x) ≥ g(t) for some t ∈ T. (3)
Similar to Eq. (2) of FM algorithm, Eq. (3) is re-
garded as AA for some threshold t. However, the
meaning of some is not clearly mentioned in [2].
Though the algorithm does not work well in the
worst case, which selects the threshold index t that
minimizes g(t), it works in the following cases.
1. t is randomly chosen from T .
2. t is selected so as to maximize g(t).
In the case of 2, which is the best case, such t is ob-
tained by finding maximum algorithm [26]. Hence,
its computational burden is O(√k). It can be ig-
nored, as it is small enough compared to the com-
plexity of the whole algorithm (i.e., O(√kN)).
In addition to that, we have to keep the elements
of T without duplication. So as to do that, the algo-
rithm requires duplication check or removing T from
search indices set
M = {x | fT (x) = 1, x ∈ D}. (4)
We assume that it removes T from M because our
proposed method also removes already found indices
from M .
By ignoring types of data, the finding k-minima
algorithm based on Du¨rr and Høyer’s algorithm is
given as follows.
1. Initialize set T as randomly chosen k indices
from D.
2. Repeat the following forever.
(a) Randomly select a threshold index t from
T .
(b) Find index x such that fT (x) = 1.
(c) Find tmax such that tmax = argmax
t∈T
g(t)
[27].
(d) Replace threshold index tmax with x.
In this algorithm, T is updated in a step-by-step
manner and each updating step replaces the index
that has the maximum value in T with the found
index by AA. This is a kind of a greedy algorithm.
VI. PROPOSED FINDING k-MINIMA
ALGORITHM
We propose a new finding k-minima algorithm
with the complexity of Oq(
√
kN). Our idea is to
search a good threshold (the first phase) and use it
for finding all marked k-indices algorithm (the sec-
ond phase). We begin with presenting the second
phase. In the second phase, all k′ indices, where
k′ ≥ k, are found. Suppose that threshold index tk′
satisfy
M = {x | g(x) < g(tk′), x ∈ D}, (5)
|M | = k′. (6)
In the first phase, in order to find the threshold tk′ ,
we use FM algorithm and QC algorithm. As shown
in Sec. IV, in the process of FM algorithm, O(√N)
threshold indices are found in the descending order
of values. Therefore, it is easy to find tk′ from them
by a binary search with QC algorithm.
We present more detail about this binary search
with QC algorithm. Let us define the following.
7• Let tFMi be the threshold index that is found
in the i-th step of FM algorithm.
• Let TFM be a set of thresholds that are found
in the process of FM algorithm, which is given
by
TFM = {tFM1 , tFM2 , . . .}
• LetMFMi be a set of marked indices of the i-th
step in FM algorithm.
• Let h(t) be a function that maps index t to the
number of indices whose values are less than
the value of threshold t in D, which is counted
by QC algorithm. That is,
h(t) = |M(t)|, (7)
where
M(t) = {x | g(x) < g(t), x ∈ D}. (8)
The goal of the binary search is to find i such that
h(tFMi+1 ) ≤ k < h(tFMi ). Once such i is found, h(tFMi )
is used as k′. Fortunately, tk′ exists in the last k
indices of all found thresholds. Hence, we do not
have to search all found O(√N) indices but the last
k indices. As QC algorithm requires O(√N) query
complexity for N indices [3], a binary search for k
indices requires O(log k) comparison. As QC algo-
rithm has to run in each step of the binary search,
threshold tk′ can be found in O(
√
N log k).
In summary, our threshold searching algorithm is
shown below.
1. Apply FM algorithm and save the indices of
the lastly found k thresholds.
2. Apply the binary search on the k indices of
thresholds.
Once we find such a threshold, we can find all
marked k′ indices by applying searching all marked
k-indices algorithm. This algorithm searches all el-
ements in the set {x | x ∈ D, f(x) = 1}. For sim-
plicity, we assume that O(k′) = O(k). Let T be a
set of already found indices in the step of searching
all marked k indices algorithm and let f ′tk(x) be an
oracle such that
f ′tk(x) =
{
1, if g(x) < g(tk) and x /∈ T,
0, otherwise.
(9)
Then, searching all marked k-indices in M can be
done in O(√kN).
The whole algorithm of the proposed method is
below.
1. Apply FM algorithm to D and save the last k
indices of FM algorithm step.
2. Search threshold index tk′ by a binary search
on k indices. The comparison key is |MFM |
that is derived by QC algorithm.
3. Apply finding all marked k-indices algorithm
with threshold tk′ .
The total query complexity is given as
O(
√
N log k) +O(
√
kN) = O(
√
kN). (10)
——
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new finding k-minima
algorithm and derived its query complexity. Our al-
gorithm is easier to understand and more elegant
than Du¨rr’s algorithm [2]. Finding k-minima algo-
rithm can be applied to many kinds of algorithms
or applications. For example, k-nearest neighbor
search, k-nearest neighbor clustering and classifica-
tion.
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Appendix A: Complexity of Searching All
Marked k-Indices Algorithm
The problem to search all marked k-indices fromD
and its query complexity are briefly discussed in [7–
11]. Here, we will give the complexity of the problem
in an easy-to-understand way.
Let D and M be sets of data indices where |D| =
N and marked indices where |M | = k, respectively.
Since AA searches one of the k indices from D in
Oq(
√
N/k) query complexity [4–6], a way to search
all marked k-indices is to repeat the following process
until all k-marked indices are found.
1. Find one index m from M by using AA.
2. Remove m from M .
By updating f(x) to f ′(x) to remove already found
indices.
f ′(x) =
{
1, if f(x) = 1 and x /∈ T,
0, if f(x) = 0 or x ∈ T. (A1)
This f ′(x) needs additional quantum circuit on f(x).
However, such quantum circuit is not complex, be-
cause we can easily make superposition of the already
found indices T in Og(logN) [14, 16–18]. Figure 13
shows an example of the quantum circuit f ′.
The following algorithm finds all k-indices.
1. Repeat the following process O(k) times.
(a) Search one index m ∈M from D by using
AA and f ′(x).
(b) Add a found index m to T .
9|0〉 I
CMP
|0〉
|0〉 • |0〉
x
f
x
|0〉 • |0〉
|0〉 f ′(x)
FIG. 13. An example of quantum circuit f ′. The gate T
creates the superposition of already found indices in T .
The gate f is an original oracle of AA that finds one index
from D. We can use Fredkin gate instead of Toffoli gate
because we use this gate as AND gate [21]. As we said
before, we omit inversing gates here. Strictly speaking,
the gate CMP do not guarantee that the input x and
output are the equivalent superposition. To avoid this
problem we have to add an inverse gate after CMP gate.
However, we assume that the inversing gate is already
built in the CMP gate for simplicity.
(c) Remove a found index m fromM as given
as
M = M\m.
In the t-th iteration of this algorithm, as |M | =
k− t, the query complexity to search a marked index
is Oq(
√
N
k−t
). Therefore, the total query complexity
is given as
Oq
(√
N
k
+
√
N
k − 1 + · · ·+
√
N
)
(A2)
=Oq(
√
kN), (A3)
because
k∑
t=1
√
1
t
< 1 +
∫ k
1
√
1
t
dt = 2
√
k − 1. (A4)
